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What does it take to get to the top? If you are Mathews,® it’s inspiration, a history o

Mathews® is a proud supporter of
The National Archery in the Schools Program!

Over 300,000 students taught nationwide in 2004!
Circle 1 on Response Card
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y of innovation and an unwavering dedication to making the world’s best bows!

New “Double Damper” Roller Guard

for even more vibration-cancelling performance

Best-ever combination of
speed and smooth-shooting!
318* fps IBO!

New StraightLine
Cobra Cam
TM

with dual perimeter
weights (fast like LX,
smooth like OUTBACK)

* Approximately

Archery is back in schools, thanks to the
National Archery in the Schools Program.
By the end of 2004, 20 states will have
launched pilot programs! NASP isn’t just
about archery. It’s about kids. Archery teaches
kids responsibility, discipline and respect.

It gets kids off the sofa and out-of-doors.
It appeals to students who are not the fastest,
strongest or most athletic. It even improves
school attendance! Do your part. Help get
archery into a school near you. For more
information, visit nasparchery.com
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12-49 Bows From The Show

Jeff Pease (left) and Dan Massimillo were at the huge
Escalade Sports booth helping to introduce dealers to
an array of new models and handing out boxes filled
with Point of Purchase materials. They’re holding CK
3.1-R and CK 3.4-R and models from the Jennings line
that employ the j-REV single cam. Reproduced as the
centerpiece of the display, the cam is dynamically balanced so it doesn’t impart any kick to the bows as the
string flies forward. If you’re in tune with the Jennings
nomenclature for the 2005 line, you’ll understand the
3.4 and 3.1 refer to axle to axle lengths of 34 and 31 inches, respectively. These top end models have the clear
oval on the limbs so customers can see the woven carbon. The limbs are compression molded in a process
that keeps the fiberglass fibers from being cut; they’re
continuous from tip to butt. These limbs are prebent,
and at full draw you’ll see them sweep past the parallel
position in what Jennings calls Force Neutralizing
Technology.
The Jennings line also has a CK 4.0, CK 3.5 and CK 3.3
that use the company’s proven Perimeter Weight
Modular OneCam.
Now here’s the rest of the line-up from our annual “Bows At The Show” issue.

12

Parker Adds Micro Phoenix
Now the youngest shooters can enjoy the benefits of this hot-selling design.

18

Renegade Has Soft Flame Cam
It may shoot like the old EZ-1 Solo Wheel, but the name and the appearance have more punch.

20

One Bow Fits All For New Bladerunner
With pylon mounted cams and timing wheels, this is one very wild, very short compound.

22

Alpine Introduces Modular Riser Construction
The man who led the move to machined risers has a whole new way to look at building them.

25

Richwood Archery Incorporates Hybrid Options On CSS Bows
Custom Shooting Systems now has bows you can easily convert from twin cam to hybrid.

28

CP Oneida Quiets Eagle Bows
All it took was two special elastic bands, and some very expensive high speed photography.

30

Korean Connection Helps Greatree Youth Line
The GT bows from a nation of top archers satisfy the need for inexpensive target recurves.
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Wheeler Claims Less Torque, Noise
A dealer turned manufacturer addresses two common issues.

34

BowTech Adds Binary Cam System
Strother designs new twin cams that anchor each other’s cable.

36

Hoyt Widens Hybrid Applications
Wheel and youth versions of the popular Cam & 1/2 now exist.

38

Forge Develops New Synergy Cam
Big new idler and cam help remove the “hitch” from the draw.

39

New Browning Breaks With Tradition
See what happens when “kids” have a blank page to work from.

40

Martin Archery Enjoying Strong Sales
New models and cute models are helping Martin move ahead.

42

Darton Has New Youth Models
One riser, three different cams make three very different bows.

43

New, Smaller Genesis On The Way
It won’t fit everyone, but it should fit the youngest archers.

44

PSE Promotes Vengeance Bow
A wild looking mid-length model will get most of the ad dollars.

45

Escalade Sports Adds 4th Fred Bear Line
Quad limbs are mounted in a parallel design on the SQ models.

46

Mathews Switchback Wins Strong Sales, By Design
Giving customers less to choose from helps Mathews sell more.

49

ProLine Expands Trade-In Program
The original dealer-only line makes it easy to say yes to trade-ins.

6

From The Publisher-What Ads Really Cost

8

Product Showcase

50

Industry News

60

Dealer Workbench-Fitting Bows To Customers
Larry Wise helps you be part coach, part bow mechanic.

65

Business Break-Neatness Counts
Why clean stores are productive showrooms. By John Kasun.

68

Hunting The Right Releases
A comprehensive product review by Pat Meitin.

80

Business Break-Limiting Employee Liability
By Attorney David Paul Williams

84

Going To School On Binoculars
A primer that applies to whatever glasses you sell. By Bob Robb.

92

Traditional Focus-Serving The Primitive Archer
Circle 11 on Response Card
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FROM THE PUBLISHER

What Ads Really Cost

T

his column may seem like
it’s addressed to the 1,113
manufacturers and distributors who receive ArrowTrade, but
our main audience of 8,990 retailers
also face hard choices on how to
spend their ad dollars.
Consider reach as well as cost.
CPM, or cost per thousand, is the
common measuring stick but anyone with a desktop calculator can
break it down to how many cents it
cost to reach each subscriber or
newsstand buyer.
To do that calculation you need
some accurate circulation figures.
That’s what you can request in the
audit statement of most established
publications, such as Deer & Deer
Hunting, Buckmasters, North
American Whitetail and a host of
others. The BPA or ABC auditors
have done the work for you of distilling the print run down into the
actual copies that have reached the
target audience.
We can use Buckmasters
Magazine as an example, since I’ve
recommended that publication
several times to firms that want to
reach deer hunters, without necessarily zeroing on bowhunters. If you
buy three full page 4 color ads in
Buckmasters, the 2005 gross cost
per each is a lofty $8,061. After the
customary 15% agency discount is
applied, your net cost is $6,852.
(That discount is a holdover from
the days when most ad agencies did
their work on a commission basis.
Today most agencies work on a fee

or contract basis, and many ads are
created and purchased by the advertiser itself. If your credit is good, and
you remember to ask for it, almost all
magazines will provide you the 15
percent discount.)
Now that you’ve got the net ad
cost, divide it by that magazine’s
370,000 circulation to come up with a
per-reader cost of 1.85 cents. You can
do the same math for publications
that have a similar editorial focus and
audience, like Deer & Deer Hunting or
North American Whitetail, so you’ve
got a way to compare the ad cost that
takes into account the magazine’s different circulation levels.
You can often lower your ad costs
by finding a combination buy. The
newer Rack publication from Jackie
Bushman’s organization has a circulation of 130,000, and if you buy three
color ads there, you’ll get a lower 6x
rate in both that and Buckmasters.
You can also generate a combination
rate with Gun Hunter.
ArrowTrade Magazine offers combination rates between this publication, Bowhunter and Petersen’s
Bowhunting. In the pure bowhunting
magazines, no one can come close to
the low cost per reader those longestablished Primedia titles offer, and
the deal gets even better when you
can earn a 12x or 15x or 18x rate by
making the three publications your
first ad buy. Even without the combination buys, however, this publication’s cost per industry reader is far
below it’s competitors. (Using the 1x
four color page rate and the average
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qualified circulation from June 2004
BPA circulation statement, the costs
are 34.3 cents for Inside Archery, 32.4
cents for Archery Business and just
21.9 cents for ArrowTrade.)
How do you do the math for a
consumer publication that only provides you with a claim for the number printed? I’ve done some research
and the best sell-through rate a
bowhunting publication with prime
newsstand placement can average
today is 30 percent. That means 7
out of 10 newsstand copies are discarded, even when the dealer is getting half the cover price. That doesn’t
matter to you for audited publications, since only the “sold” copies
are counted. When an un-audited
publication like Bowhunt America
tells you “we send out 100,000
copies” you have to assume approximately 30,000 will actually be
picked up and read.
There are reasons other than a
favorable cost per reader to go with a
publication. You may want the
widest reach possible for print ads,
have a large enough budget to
spread around, and want the repeat
exposure to the same hunter that
can occur when you buy multiple
titles aimed at the same market.
You may be advertising in part to
impress the buyers at major chains,
and may feel it’s best to list a lot of
different titles your ads will appear
in. (But those buyers are sharp
enough to know the relative market
size of the publications.)
You may want to reach a specific
market segment, like the IBO members who receive Bowhunting World
as part of their annual membership.
You may simply be friends with the
publisher or you may be counting
on some good editorial coverage
they’ve promised you.
Good ad salespeople can focus
on lots of things beyond true circulation. It can sound like an awfully
good deal when they offer discounts
off their ad rates. But after you put
down the phone, and before you
sign the insertion order, it would be
a good idea to pick up the calculator.
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